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Abstract
Determining an optimal solution is almost impossible but
trying to improve an existing solution is a way to lead to a
better scheduling. We use a Multi-Agent System guided by
a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm to find a balance
point in the respect of a solution of the Pareto front. Of
course, this solution isn’t the best but allows a multi-
criteria optimization. By crossover and mutation of
agents, according to their fitness function, we improve an
existing solution. Therefore, the construction of some
system simulating living organisms or social systems,
cannot be modelled using a strictly mechanical approach.
They are typically adaptive and their behaviour is not
regular. The multi-agent system must express radical
characters, such as reification of emergence, property of
controlled self-reproduction of groups of agents and not
linear behaviour.


1. Introduction


Multi-agents systems (MAS), composed of agents
having objectives to reach, may have for property the
notion of agent creation. Nevertheless, this notion is sim-
ply based on cloning. Therefore, by supposing that this
agent has relevant actions, its clone will provide only
similar ones. So, it is possible that agents are relevant but
yet less than their genitors. Thus, it is possible for agents
that provided or done good actions could, by crossing,
give birth to individuals whose characteristics would be
superior [11,14].


However, by crossing, we do not forbid the generation
of off-springs from several individuals and not only from
two. In a general manner, agents are distributed entities,


that communicate between them, to solve a problem in a
co-operative manner. So, the use of the notion of evolution,
by introducing evolutionary algorithms in order to simulate
a Darwinian process, we think we will have the possibility
of producing more efficient individuals.


Consequently, we plan to focus on the possible relation-
ships between MAS and GA in order to define a new prop-
erty of agents, and more generally, of MAS: the notion of
sexued reproduction. However, it is necessary for us to
define, as for the Genetic Algorithms, a function of selec-
tion, mutation and eventually a function of crossing.


2. The selection function


We can not use the classic selection function like the
method of the roulette wheel, for it is proportional. Indeed,
we would take an agent as a specific entity but without
taking into account some exterior pressures on the agent: its
environment and the system’s emergence phenomena.
Therefore, the selection function does not have only to
consider actions of the agent ; these actions being good or
bad, but communications between agents. We talk about
senses (semantic or link) (Fig. 1).


By senses, we mean:
• The sense of communications with the other agents


(links network)
• The semantics of the communication between two


individuals.







Figure 1. Agents in interaction with others agents


Therefore, our crossover process has to take into ac-
count the semantics of communication. But an agent, seen
as a structure, is a compound entity made of the following
elements: functions of communication, functions of ac-
tion, functions of behaviour along with a local genetic
patrimony.


Just as evolutionary algorithms simulate a Darwinian
process, MAS can simulate the evolution of a nucleus or a
group and by extension of an organization. Therefore, to
define as unique, the cloning of the surviving of a kind is
not logical. A social organization may not diversify and
evolve by cloning: in all social organizations (human or
animal), we have a crossover process that tends to pre-
serve the natural inheritance but also to make it more
powerful.


Therefore, our multi-agent system, by integrating this
new concept of reproduction with crossing, will have to
take into account these parameters. To achieve this, we
can use a genetic algorithm switchboard, as defined by
John HOLLAND [8,9] or David GOLDBERG [6] or an
evolutionary strategy as defined by Thomas BÄCK [1]
and Hans-Paul SCHEWFEL. Doing that, each agent (in-
dividual) will be characterized by a chain of bits whose
length will correspond to a multiple of the number of
parameters. This chain will correspond to a chromosome
(Fig. 2) that will represent the structure of the agent.


Figure 2. Structure of an agent


Each character composing the agent will correspond to
a numerical data making reference to a basis of rules.


Figure 3. Data base for the knowledge of the agent


kji CBA   ,  ,  will make reference to a base of address


(Fig. 3). So the knowledge is a "infinite dimension", due to
the fact that an agent only has a limited knowledge of its
environment, the former only has, a priori, a finite knowl-
edge. By finite knowledge, we suppose that it has a finished
number of actions or knowledge available. Especially, at
the level of rules of action, if one takes the set of placement
rules described by Panwalkar [15], we have at most n rules,
therefore by using assignment techniques commonly used
in electronic and especially in the assignment memory, we
can reserve a certain number of address corresponding to
rules.


Therefore, for a binary rule coding (Fig. 5), we can use a
coding on 10 bits, this manner, it is always possible to
increase the knowledge to the level of our database.


Figure 4. Binary representation of the structure of an agent


Nevertheless, the size of our chromosome is important,
in order to reduce the place in memory, we plan to use the
coding of Gray [19]. Thus, we can use genetic algorithms
on MAS.
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0110


0011


The Gray matrix that can be used to code genes.
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1100


1110


1111


The Gray matrix that can be used to decode genes.







3. The mutation function


The mutation will correspond to the change of a bit,
thus, we can use switchboard operators.


01 → and 10 →


Our constraint, at the mutation level, corresponds to
have a correspondence between the bits string and the
database. Thus, by changing the value of one bit, we can
introduce a new character. This will have a repercussion
on the environment, but especially on its membership to a
group. The communications it has been able to have with
other elements of the group will be, incontestably,
changed. For example, consider that the mutation intro-
duces a certain aggressiveness at the agent level, then
communications with the group are going to change and
the group, consequently, will probably loose some of its
social cohesion. Therefore, in order to avoid the too
abrupt upset of the social balance that can exist between
individuals composing a group and the organization itself,
the mutation interventions by genetic algorithms will need
to be weak. Nevertheless, we can consider that at the
beginning, the simulation of the organization, as at the
beginning of a civilization, progress was rapid enough.
Therefore, at the beginning, we can introduce an impor-
tant number of mutations. We will use as distribution, for
the number of mutation by generation, a curve of pa-
rameters  ( )βα , .


α
β
x


xf →:


*  ++ ∈∈ RandR αβ


Thus, by using this type of distribution, we introduce a
lot if mutations at the beginning of the simulation and few
at the end in order to avoid the breaking of the process of
evolution by deeply modifying characteristics of chromo-
somes, therefore of individuals.


Too many mutation in the systems would inexorably
set the seeds of chaos. We have previously seen a possible
distribution. Nevertheless, by using a Gaussian distribu-
tion to determine the probability of mutation, we preserve
the switchboard concerning the Genetic Algorithm.


4. The crossover operator


From an historical point of view, Genetic Algorithms
[10] correspond to a random phenomenon, but the great
difference compared to a classic random method is that
here, we converge, step by step to an optimum (local or
global) in the space of solutions [20]. Thus, we are not
subject to hazard as we are in the former, totally random
method.


A first crossing approach would be to consider an agent
as a "pie chart" where each leaves corresponds to a charac-
ter. By randomly choosing two cut points in our agent
compared to a referential, we would exchange two parts to
form new individuals.


However, a problem happens, how do we set our refer-
ential? A priori, we can not set a permanent referential,
because in this case, it supposes to consider an adjustable
individual. So, an agent is an entity that has no facets. An
agent is comparable to an individual part of an organiza-
tion. Nevertheless, it is not possible to describe it as a
physical individual (a man). Therefore this first approach is
interesting but does not allow us to have entire satisfaction.


Knowing that agents have not all the same genetic pat-
rimony, that is to say that they have no equal chromosome
lengths and knowing that an agent has no facets, we can
represent it as a toroïdal chain of bits.
• This representation does not suppose the intervention


of the notion of facets of an agent.
• We can cross individual of different lengths [7].


It is always necessary to define a starting point for our
chromosome in order to correctly exchange phenotypes.
Which one do we choose?


In our system, an agent is composed of functions of ac-
tion, knowledge and behaviours, that make a certain num-
ber of possible referentials. Therefore, the choice of a refer-
ential would be a problem, except by randomly choosing it.
Thus, we can use this toroïdal representation. Among pos-
sible functions, what distribution must we use? In theory,
no distribution is ideal, nevertheless, so, to continue with
this circle scheme, we will use a circle distribution or gaus-
sian method according to the probability.


Figure 5. Crossover of the structure of an agent







Thus, it is possible to set a referential for the crosing.
Though, the use of a simple crossing does always not give
good results. Consequently, the use of a multiple cross-
ings allows us to end to a more important mix. We will
use the uniform crossover to always have viable individu-
als for our representation. However, it is always possible
to use the crossover defined by David GOLDBERG such
as the CX, OX and the PMX [13], that always give viable
individuals.


4.1. Comparaison with other technics


In the article of Mertoguno & Lin [12], they use a
Multi-Agent System to build an adaptive knowledge
based system. This one represent this knowledge as a
graph structure. Nevertheless, in our approach, the knowl-
edge isn’t represented as a graph but as a vector (such as a
DNA). The main goal for our problem is not to have a
distributed adaptive knowledge based but an only one
knowledge based where all elementary heuristics are, to
resolve our Job-Shop Scheduling Problem.


At the beginning and at the end of the evolution proc-
ess of our system, the knowledge system is the same, it is
only agents, components of the Gantt diagram, that
change. By mutations and crossovers, agents are modi-
fied, in particular in their behavioural, tendencies, etc. It’s
the agents that are mutate, not the knowledge graph.


Therefore, in our approach, the main problem is that
we cannot be sure that the system will stabilize at the end
of the process. Agents can modified the Gantt diagram
enormously.


5. The fitness function


In our case, it is necessary for us to optimize a Gantt
diagram. Therefore, the last operation to undertake will
have to correspond to the date of end minus the time of
the task. It is necessary, therefore, to minimize the delay
and the advance of the set of jobs.


The objective with an advance and a null delay is
nearly impossible. In a general manner, we allow a certain
delay or advance. Calculate the fitness of an agent, that is
to say its impact on the Gantt. Of course, for the set of
jobs, we can have a delay or a weak advance. Conse-
quently, we no longer have a fitness function but many.
We have as many objectives as we have jobs. Conse-
quently, we have a case of "multi-objectives genetic algo-
rithm". For this type of problems, we will use the basic
concepts of the Multi-objective Optimization Problem
(MOP).


5.1. Basic concepts and definitions


The fundamental difference between an optimization
having a simple or multiple objectives is the idea of the
definition of an optimal solution. The idea of optimality in
the multi-objective case is a natural extension of what we
have during an optimization for a unique objective.


A multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) can be
defined as follows:


)(min: xfMOP
Xx∈


 where ))(),...,(()( 1 xfxfxf n=


is a vector of n real values coming from objective func-
tions, x is a vector of n variables of decision and


{ }SxandmkxgRxxX k
m ∈=≤∈= ,,...,1,0)(,


is a set of possible solutions. )(xg k  is a real function value


representing the kth constraint and S is a subset of Rm
 rep-


resenting all the other forms of constraints. The ideal solu-
tion of such a problem is a point where each objective
function corresponds to the best (minimum) possible value.
The ideal solution, in most cases, does not exist because of
the contradictory nature, rather contradictory objective
functions: compromises have to be done. A different con-
cept of optimality has to be introduced. Solving a MOP
generally requires the identification of Pareto optimal solu-
tions, a concept introduced by V. Pareto, a prominent Ital-
ian economist, at the end of the last century. A solution is
said Pareto optimal, or non dominated, if starting from that
point in the design space, the value of any of the objective
functions cannot be improved without deteriorating at least
one of the others.


All potential solutions to the MOP can thus be classified
in dominated and non dominated (Pareto optimal) solu-
tions, and the set of non dominated solution of an MOP is
called Pareto front.


The first and most important step in solving a MOP is to
find this set or a representative subset. Afterwards the deci-
sion maker’s preference may be applied to choose the best
compromise solution from the generated set.


The natural ordering of vector valued quantities is basic
for Pareto optimality. To define the notion of domination
let  ( )nfff ,...,1=  and ( )mggg ,...,1=  be two real-


valued vectors of n elements; f is partially smaller than g if:


ki gfmkni ≤∈∀∈∀ ,,...,1,,...,1  and ki gfi <∃ :


we note gf p<







If gf p< , we say that f dominates g.  Consequently,


a feasible solution *x  is said a Pareto optimal of the
problem if and only if it does not exist another Xx ∈
such that )()( *xfxf p< .


6. Development of Pareto Optimal Solutions


Two different strategies are effective in generating Pa-
reto optimal solutions [4]. In the first strategy, an appro-
priate Scalar Optimization Problem (SOP) is set up in
parametric form, so that the solution of the SOP with
given values of the parameters, under certain conditions,
belongs to the Pareto front; changing the parameters of
the SOP leads the solution to move on the front. In the
second one, the MOP is solved with a direct approach
using the dominance criteria, so that a set of Pareto opti-
mal solutions is developed simultaneously. The main
advantage of the first strategy is that SOP are, generally,
very well studied problems and many efficient methods
are available to solve them.


On the other hand, some reduction strategies do not
guarantee a complete equivalence between the original
MOP and the resulting parametric SOP, when some con-
ditions on the feasible set and on the objective functions
are not satisfied. Consequently, some Pareto optimal
solutions may never be discovered using this reduction
approach. Furthermore, even when the reduction scheme
allows a complete equivalence of the problems, it may be
necessary to solve a great number of SOP to have a repre-
sentative subset of the Pareto front. Two possible ways of
defining the equivalent SOP are the Weighting Approach
and the Constraint Approach.


6.1. Equivalent SOP 1: The Weighting Ap-
proach


Following the weighting approach, the MOP is put in
correspondence with the following parametrized SOP.
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the correspondence between the MOP and the SOP is


subject to some rules. If 0x  is an optimal solution of


( )0wP  then it is also Pareto optimal if one of the two fol-


lowing conditions is verified:


• 0x is the unique optimal solution of ( )0wP ;


• 0w is strictly positive.


This implies that at least some Pareto optimal solutions
can be generated by solving P(w) for some properly chosen
w,  without any hypothesis on the convexity of X  and f(X).


Instead, some convexity hypothesis are a necessary con-
dition. Therefore, if both X and f(X) are convex, then for


any given Pareto optimal solution *x , it is possible to


find a weight vector w, not necessary unique, such that *x
is a solution of P(w). Therefore, when these convexity
assumptions are verified, all Pareto optimal solutions can,
in theory, be found by varying w and solving P(w), while, if
they are not verified, some Pareto optimal solutions may
never be discovered by this procedure.


6.2. Equivalent SOP 2: The Constraint Ap-
proach


The constraint approach is based on the following
parametrized minimum problem:


( ) ( )xfP k
Xx


k ∈
min:ε


subject to


( ) kjandnjxf jj ≠=≤    ,,,1, Kε


where


nT
n R∈= ),,( 1 εεε K


is the vector of parameters.


The main advantage of this approach is that convexity
assumptions are not required. Therefore all Pareto optimal
solutions can always be discovered by solving the con-
straint problem ( )εkP  for any k.


The correspondence between the MOP and the SOP is
subject to the following rules:


If 0x  is an optimal solution of ( )0εkP , with 0ε  a vector


for which ( )0εkP  is feasible, then 0x  is a non dominated


solution of the MOP if one of the two following conditions
occurs:


• 0x  is a unique solution of ( )0εkP  for some given k


between 1  and n.







• 0x  is not unique, but solves ( )0εkP  for each and


every k=1,...,n.


On the opposite, if *x  is a non dominated solution of


the MOP, an *ε  can always be found such that *x is the


optimal solution of ( )*εkP  for each and every k=1,...,n.


In fact, this condition is verified when ( )*xf ii =ε  for


all kini ≠=   ,,,1 K .


6.3. Direct MOP Solution


Directly solving the MOP [4] has the advantage of
finding a representative subset of the Pareto front in one
shot; on the other hand, not many efficient methods exist
which are capable of this approach. A genetic Algorithm
using the dominance criteria to drive the evolution of the
population is one of these methods. The characterizing
feature of the multi-objective GA is thus the introduction
of the Pareto criteria in the method used for individuals
selection; by selecting individuals in the reproduction
phase according to the domination criteria, a set of non
dominated solutions can be developed. These are all pos-
sible alternative solutions to the problem, which meet the
requirements at different level of compromise, and that
approximate the Pareto front of the problem. In this way,
the arbitrary choice regarding the weights to attribute to
the different design criteria is avoided.


7. Going deeply in the relationships of GA
and MAS


There are at least two major ways when one is wanting
to merge GA and MAS. The first consists in having an
outer algorithm which controls the reproduction and/or
evolution of agents. This algorithms then sets rules for
reproduction and selection according to so me optimal
behaviour. However it has a major inconvenient: it can
not deal with what we call adaptive systems [2]. This is
why we must consider another way of using genetic tools
along with MAS.


This way consists in considering that there is no given
fitness function of any sort and to see agents as entirely
autonomous genetic based entities. They must own their
entire genetic code and must be only subjects to random
mutations and choose their mates according to their own
needs, much like in real life, that is.


Adaptive system primary goal is to adapt itself to its
environment and has, strictly speaking, no problem to
solve. The only problems that arise are those that are
encountered when the system must find a way to adapt.
The way its constitutive agents aggregation, struggle and


more generally build its organization with time reveal the
way the system is attuned to its environment. However, in
the system we developed there is not such genetic tools and
the agents merely perform cloning and alter their behaviour
according to some rules and are constrained by the general
emergence that is appearing in the system’s agents organi-
zation.


We think it can be interesting to investigate the ways
how genetic tools can bend the emergence of adaptive sys-
tems - in other words, their capacity to adapt. We are actu-
ally working on a model that will allow the reification of
basic behaviour into agents with the aid of "comportemen-
tal DNA", it will code the way an agent will see its envi-
ronment and its capacities to find agents that suit its needs
in order to significantly alter a semantic characteristic in the
system’s emergence.


8. Objective of the MAS on the Gantt Dia-
gram


By definition, MAS  represent a subset emerging of the
Artificial Intelligence that tend to put in evidence the two
following principles:
• The complex system construction employing agent


multiple,
• Mechanisms for the co-ordination of independent agent


behaviours.
Nevertheless, this definition is not generally accepted in


AI, for purposes contained in our article, we consider an
agent as being an entity with objectives, actions to accom-
plish and areas of knowledge, which is situated in its envi-
ronment.


However, the ability to consider the co-ordination of the
autonomous agent behaviour is a new way among fields of
the Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI). Therefore,
because of the knowledge of agents, rules of actions, ..., the
MAS will have  for principal objective to group agents
having similar behaviours to elaborate strategies to the jobs
level, jobs of jobs, machines, machines of  machines,  etc.
Thus, it appears the notion of group. The objective of the
MAS is to improve the Gantt diagram, therefore it invites to
establish the notion of group corresponding to elementary
entities having common grinds and physical sameness
(same capacity of machine, etc.) or interdependence.







Figure 6. Description of our workshop


We will use the notion of zone for the roundup of enti-
ties on the Gantt diagram while we will speak about the
notion of group for the roundup of entities similarly or
close nature.


Agents have to intervene on groups and elementary
entities, the MAS will be then composed with micro and
meta-agents. It is therefore important, for this evolution,
to introduce agents having a character : the meta-agents of
evolution. These meta-agents will have therefore as func-
tion to make evolve this organization by means a Genetic
Algorithm establishing the sexued reproduction of agents.
It is necessary to note that, traditionally, agents have as
unique possibility only the cloning. But here, we use
Genetic Algorithm for the physical evolution of agents. It
appears therefore, in the course of the evolution, different
sizes of agents: we will speak about agent’s granularity.
We have therefore micro and the meta-agents that are
going to intervene, according to their size, on an entity or
a group, by passing by intermediate levels. Thus, agents
having a meta-knowledge are going be able to intervene
on the macro-entities (group) as well as on some zones of
the Gantt diagram. It appears therefore a distributed agent
system being able to mutate and cross between them.


9. The Multi-dimesion Transformation of a
Gantt Diagram


The representation of a planning under the form of a
Gantt diagram in two dimensions does not allow to define
the global characteristics or general of the former. By the
former, we hearing the notion of quality, the respect of the
master plan, etc. An operation, constituent of a job, makes
emerge only the characteristics places (delay, advance,
etc). Nevertheless, these local characters do not make
show local information, nevertheless capital, aiming to
obtain from global evaluations from predictions (they as
global) of the commercial service. The roundup of opera-
tions by family, by taking account a macro-nomenclature,
to which are made correspond the macro-programs for the


realization of tasks corresponding to a family, is not visible.
General manner, given the nature NP -Difficult of organi-
zations, we plan to improve a Gantt diagram, according to
an economic function. In order that, it is necessary us to
transform the evaluated Gantt in a dynamic system whose:
• views to the level place, correspondent to a structure


such that the share, the operation, ... and
• views to the level global, correspondent, they also to a


structure (Gantt, etc).
These views are in interaction unite them by report to


others by the dynamic function intermediary, which corre-
spond to the evolution of an organization. The idea is to
end to an organization of manipulated elements. This or-
ganization is in tension, that is to say that some elements
"react" by putting in obviousness the fact that they not
contribute to an improvement of the Gantt diagram. The
goal of our system is "to slacken" it, to end to a global
improvement of the Gantt without arrive to a "rupture". By
rupture, we hear the fact that the Gantt no longer goes from
the whole to satisfy production needs and to take account
master plans of the enterprise.


Figure 7. Roundup of operations on the Gantt Diagram
after the simulation


To make this, we plan to realize a coloured transforma-
tion of the Gantt diagram to obtain a multi-dimensional
representation  of the former. We have chosen as formalism
the decomposition of the spectrum of the white light to
represent the n-uplet Advance -- Delay - Priority. Thus, by
playing on nuances, we can represent all possible cases n-
uplet. However, some characteristics are not visible but
have inevitably to appear in the coding (family of product,
etc) so as to realize the crosscheck to determine strategies
to implement for multi-agent systems, composed of global
agents (of trends) and local agents (operation on one or a
group of tasks), could improve globally the Gantt diagram,
while satisfying to respect of the population. Thereby, the







radiation of an operation corresponds to its ability to
make show information clearly: activity to realize, time of
cycle, machine to use, etc. A 2-D Gantt diagram repre-
sents a discreet environment because of the presence of
holes, consequently, it is not possible to consider as con-
tinuous space.  Topologies, generally defined, make refer-
ence to a continuous environment. Our objective is to
show that connexities ordinarily defined in a discreet
space are equivalent to the connexities of a continuous
space. That will allow us to define continuous totalities
from totality discreet. A general manner, that returns to


make a decomposition of  nR .


From the transformation of the Gantt diagram in dis-
creet multi-dimension images, we can regroup identical
information between them. By transforming our Gannt
diagram in multi-dimension image, we can have a more
global vision of the system on which agents will be able
to intervene.


10. Heuristics granularity in a multi-agent
system for our models


In production management, Gantt diagram’s optimiza-
tion can be considered as NP-Difficult problem. Deter-
mining an optimal solution is almost impossible, but try-
ing to improve an existent solution is the way to lead to a
tasks repartition which is better. Therefore, we use Multi-
Agents Systems (M.A.S.) [5]. These simulate the behav-
iour of entities that are going to collaborate to accomplish
actions on the Gantt with view to better resolving the
given economic function. Component agents of the
M.A.S. [2] can be:
• Local agents whose actions result of "simple" heuris-


tics acting on a well known task (permutation of tasks
in case of due date, measure of the algebraic tardiness
of a task, etc.).


• Global agents whose actions are the result of heuris-
tics, more global that can be extracted from Gantt
diagram (too many holes, a lot of job witch are late,
etc.) referring to aeras. These agents have an a priori
knowledge of the environment, they can  determine a
quality for our diagram: good, worst, ...


Figure 8. Convergence velocity for our problem


• Therefore glogal agents contain meta-heuristics corre-
sponding to actions to consider according to the
meaning that agents have from the Gantt diagram [16].
By opposition, local agents own "simple" or "com-
binated" actions heuristics. The problem is to bridge
the gap between actions of local agents (local heuris-
tics) and global agents (global heuristics). During the
co-operation process of agents, they are developed and
left their marks in the environment. The resolution of
the optimization problem is done by the agent’s evolu-
tion.


This evolution can be obtained from different handles:
• a mutation of the behaviour of some agents, these be-


ing obtained by evolutionary algorithm,
• a pool of agents inducing the emergence of agents of


intermediate granularities (intermediate heuristics)
between local agents and global agents.


Thus, by operating of local agent pools to form global
agents or by refining global agents to obtain quasi minimal
agents, we will end at the creation of agent of intermediate
granularities. However, this mutation of the behaviour does
not have to be made in totally random maner, it must take
different communications into account that can exist.
Therefore, this mutation will have to correspond to a char-
acter or to an emergent tendency of the action of agents
[17]. This agents reproduction by evolutionary algorithm
will not have to take crossover from two parents into ac-
count but from two or more parents. The crossbreeding will
not have to take local functions of agents into account but
senses resulting from the agregation of agents in a group
with a group action function. Consequently, new agents,
with an intermediate granularity, will have functions re-
sulting from parents but, they will have senses, tendencies
and news visions for actions to accomplish on the Gantt.







11. Conclusion


We have seen in this communication the way in which
we have chosen to represent the problem at the level of
workshop and at the level of jobs. This representation is
only for a Job-Shop problem with M machines and N
jobs.


In Job-Shop production scheduling, Gantt diagram’s
optimization can be considered as NP-Difficult problem.
Determining an optimal solution is almost impossible, but
trying to improve an existent solution is the way to lead to
a better tasks repartition. Therefore, we use Multi-agent
Systems (M.A.S.). It simulates the behaviour of entities
that are going to collaborate to accomplish actions on the
Gantt diagram so as to resolve the given economic func-
tion. Multi-agent systems include cognitive agents whose
the behaviour tends to satisfy one or some objectives
taking into account some constraints of facilities and their
proper valuations. Normally, agent creation is simply
based on cloning. Thus, it is possible for agents that pro-
vided or done good actions, that they could give birth to


individuals whose characteristics would be superior by
crossing. So, we use the notion of evolution, by introduc-
ing evolutionary algorithms such as the Genetic Algo-
rithms so as to simulate a Darwinian process.


Consequently, we have proposed to put in evidence the
use of spirit of Genetic Algorithms into evolution in a
M.A.S. We plan to focus on the possible relationships
between MAS and GA in order to define a new property
of agents, and more generally, of MAS: the notion of
sexued reproduction. In our case, it is necessary for us to
optimize a Gantt diagram. Therefore, the last operation to
undertake will have to correspond to the due date minus
the time of the task. It is necessary to minimize the delay
and the advance of the set of jobs. The objective with an
advance and a null delay is nearly impossible. We must
calculate the fitness of an agent, that is to say its impact
on the Gantt. Of course, for the set of jobs, we can have a
delay or a weak advance. Consequently, we haven’t a
fitness function but many. We have as many objectives as
we have jobs. So why, we have a case of "multi-objective
genetic algorithm".


The ideal solution of this problem is a point where
each objective function corresponds to the best (mini-
mum) possible value. The ideal solution, in most cases,
does not exist because of the contradictory nature, rather
contradictory objective functions: compromises have to
be done. Solving a multi-objective problem requires the
identification of Pareto optimal solutions. During the
optimization process, it appears different agents with
different granularities.


Therefore, glogal agents contain meta-heuristics corre-
sponding to actions to consider according to the resources
that agents have from the Gantt diagram; local agents own
"simple" or "combinated" actions heuristics. The problem is
to bridge the gap between actions of local agents (local
heuristics) and global agents (global heuristics). During the
co-operation process of agents, they are developed and left
their marks in the environment. New agents, with an inter-
mediate granularity, will have functions coming from par-
ents but, they will have senses, tendencies and news visions
for actions to accomplish on the Gantt. Communications
between global and local agents, due to their actions, man-
age the appearance of agents with an intermediate granu-
larity and the global optimization in Job-Shop Scheduling
Problems.


Communications between global and local agents, due to
their actions, manage the appearance of agents of interme-
diate granularity and the global optimization in production
scheduling.
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